Omar Elhawary
TypeScript Developer

Website - GitHub - Twitter - LinkedIn
oedotme@gmail.com

About

I’m a software developer and linux enthusiast interested in user/dev experience, software architecture,
design systems and functional programming.
I’ve been a continuous learner focusing on web development since I wrote my first program 7 years ago.
I favor simple solutions even with complex problems and value its impact on maintainability, scalability
and collaboration. I love working with others and find myself enjoying pair programming the most.
I’m passionate about mentoring and helping other developers to grow. I also started blogging about web
development, tooling, linux and developer productivity.

Experience
Frontend Engineer - Wuzzuf March 2021 - Present
- Fix system/application-level issues and bugs
- Refactor and improve existing applications
- Lead learning sessions covering new web technologies
- Add new features to the hiring platforms
- Participate in code reviews
- Collaborate with different teams
TypeScript, React, React Native, Redux, Emotion, Storybook, Jest, Node.js, Docker, Webpack

Senior React Developer - Minds For Integrated Solutions March 2020 - February 2021
- Fix system/application-level issues and bugs
- Add new features to the education platforms
- Lead the frontend team on a new project
- Lead mentoring sessions covering full stack technologies
- Provide mentorship support to the team members
- Participate in code reviews
- Collaborate with different teams
TypeScript, React / Next.js, TailwindCSS, React Query, Framer Motion

Full Stack Developer (MERN) - Kindi - Remote April 2020 - July 2020, November 2020
- Configure the existing mobile application to run on the web
- Migrate existing backend to GraphQL
- Setup GraphQL tooling and code generation
- Design, build and consume backend services
- Build a teaching platform dashboard
- Implement complex user flow
- Fix deployment/application-level issues and bugs
- Test applications in the test-driven development process
- Participate in code reviews
TypeScript, React / Next.js, Material UI, Storybook, Jest, Node.js, GraphQL / Apollo, Firebase, Lerna

React Native Developer - Care 24/7 April 2019 - March 2020
- Fully responsible of developing, maintaining and publishing mobile applications
- Integrate REST APIs with the mobile applications
- Add real-time communication for video and text chatting
- Build interactive data visualizations with animations
- Collaborate with different teams
TypeScript, React native, Reanimated, D3, WebRTC

Full Stack Developer (MERN) - Arcast FM December 2018 - April 2019
- Fully responsible of developing, maintaining and deploying APIs and mobile application
- Optimize APIs performance
- Enhance application user experience
- Implement caching and offline support for the application media player
JavaScript, React Native, GraphQL / Apollo, Node.js, MongoDB, AWS, Webpack

